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Preface

At this moment, a half-dozen astronauts are assembling a new space sta-
tion hundreds of miles above the surface of the earth. Thousands of sail-
ors live and work under the sea in submarines. Incas jog through the
Andes. Nomads roam the Arabian sands. Homo sapiens—literally, “intelli-
gent man”—has adapted to nearly every environment on the face of the
earth, below it, and as far above it as we can propel ourselves. We must be
doing something right.

In this book we argue that what we do right is related to our sociality.
We will investigate that elusive quality known as intelligence, which is
considered first of all a trait of humans and second as something that
might be created in a computer, and our conclusion will be that what-
ever this “intelligence” is, it arises from interactions among individuals.
We humans are the most social of animals: we live together in families,
tribes, cities, nations, behaving and thinking according to the rules and
norms of our communities, adopting the customs of our fellows, includ-
ing the facts they believe and the explanations they use to tie those facts
together. Even when we are alone, we think about other people, and
even when we think about inanimate things, we think using language—
the medium of interpersonal communication.

Almost as soon as the electronic computer was invented (or, we could
point out, more than a century earlier, when Babbage’s mechanical
analytical engine was first conceived), philosophers and scientists began
to ask questions about the similarities between computer programs and
minds. Computers can process symbolic information, can derive conclu-
sions from premises, can store information and recall it when it is appro-
priate, and so on—all things that minds do. If minds can be intelligent,
those thinkers reasoned, there was no reason that computers could not
be. And thus was born the great experiment of artificial intelligence.

To the early AI researchers, the mark of intelligence was the ability to
solve large problems quickly. A problem might have a huge number of
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possible solutions, most of which are not very good, some of which are
passable, and a very few of which are the best. Given the huge number
of possible ways to solve a problem, how would an intelligent computer
program find the best choice, or at least a very good one? AI researchers
thought up a number of clever methods for sorting through the possibili-
ties, and shortcuts, called heuristics, to speed up the process. Since logical
principles are universal, a logical method could be developed for one
problem and used for another. For instance, it is not hard to see that
strings of logical premises and conclusions are very similar to tours
through cities. You can put facts together to draw conclusions in the
same way that you can plan routes among a number of locations. Thus,
programs that search a geographical map can be easily adapted to ex-
plore deductive threads in other domains. By the mid-1950s, programs
already existed that could prove mathematical theorems and solve prob-
lems that were hard even for a human. The promise of these programs
was staggering: if computers could be programmed to solve hard prob-
lems on their own, then it should only be a short time until they were
able to converse with us and perform all the functions that we the living
found tiresome or uninteresting.

But it was quickly found that, while the computer could perform
superhuman feats of calculation and memory, it was very poor—a com-
plete failure—at the simple things. No AI program could recognize a
face, for instance, or carry on a simple conversation. These “brilliant”
machines weren’t very good at solving problems having to do with real
people and real business and things with moving parts. It seemed that
no matter how many variables were added to the decision process, there
was always something else. Systems didn’t work the same when they
were hot, or cold, or stressed, or dirty, or cranky, or in the light, or in the
dark, or when two things went wrong at the same time. There was always
something else.

The early AI researchers had made an important assumption, so fun-
damental that it was never stated explicitly nor consciously acknowl-
edged. They assumed that cognition is something inside an individual’s
head. An AI program was modeled on the vision of a single disconnected
person, processing information inside his or her brain, turning the prob-
lem this way and that, rationally and coolly. Indeed, this is the way we
experience our own thinking, as if we hear private voices and see private
visions. But this experience can lead us to overlook what should be our
most noticeable quality as a species: our tendency to associate with one
another, to socialize. If you want to model human intelligence, we argue
here, then you should do it by modeling individuals in a social context,
interacting with one another.
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In this regard it will be made clear that we do not mean the kinds of
interaction typically seen in multiagent systems, where autonomous
subroutines perform specialized functions. Agent subroutines may pass
information back and forth, but subroutines are not changed as a result
of the interaction, as people are. In real social interaction, information is
exchanged, but also something else, perhaps more important: individ-
uals exchange rules, tips, and beliefs about how to process the informa-
tion. Thus a social interaction typically results in a change in the think-
ing processes—not just the contents—of the participants.

It is obvious that sexually reproducing animals must interact occa-
sionally, at least, in order to make babies. It is equally obvious that most
species interact far more often than that biological bottom line. Fish
school, birds flock, bugs swarm—not just so they can mate, but for rea-
sons extending above and beyond that. For instance, schools of fish have
an advantage in escaping predators, as each individual fish can be a kind
of lookout for the whole group. It is like having a thousand eyes. Herding
animals also have an advantage in finding food: if one animal finds
something to eat, the others will watch and follow. Social behavior helps
individual species members adapt to their environment, especially by
providing individuals with more information than their own senses can
gather. You sniff the air and detect the scent of a predator; I, seeing you
tense in anticipation, tense also, and grow suspicious. There are numer-
ous other advantages as well that give social animals a survival advan-
tage, to make social behavior the norm throughout the animal kingdom.

What is the relationship between adaptation and intelligence? Some
writers have argued that in fact there is no difference, that intelligence is
the ability to adapt (for instance, Fogel, 1995). We are not in a hurry to
take on the fearsome task of battling this particular dragon at the mo-
ment and will leave the topic for now, but not without asserting that
there is a relationship between adaptability and intelligence, and noting
that social behavior greatly increases the ability of organisms to adapt.

We argue here against the view, widely held in cognitive science, of
the individual as an isolated information-processing entity. We wish to
write computer programs that simulate societies of individuals, each
working on a problem and at the same time perceiving the problem-
solving endeavors of its neighbors, and being influenced by those neigh-
bors’ successes. What would such programs look like?

In this book we explore ideas about intelligence arising in social con-
texts. Sometimes we talk about people and other living—carbon-based—
organisms, and at other times we talk about silicon-based entities, exist-
ing in computer programs. To us, a mind is a mind, whether embodied
in protoplasm or semiconductors, and intelligence is intelligence. The
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important thing is that minds arise from interaction with other minds.
That is not to say that we will dismiss the question casually. The interest-
ing relationship between human minds and simulated minds will keep
us on our toes through much of the book; there is more to it than meets
the eye.

In the title of this book, and throughout it, we use the word swarm to
describe a certain family of social processes. In its common usage,
“swarm” refers to a disorganized cluster of moving things, usually in-
sects, moving irregularly, chaotically, somehow staying together even
while all of them move in apparently random directions. This is a good
visual image of what we talk about, though we won’t try to convince you
that gnats possess some little-known intelligence that we have discov-
ered. As you will see, an insect swarm is a three-dimensional version of
something that can take place in a space of many dimensions—a space of
ideas, beliefs, attitudes, behaviors, and the other things that minds are
concerned with, and in spaces of high-dimensional mathematical sys-
tems like those computer scientists and engineers may be interested in.

We implement our swarms in computer programs. Sometimes the
emphasis is on understanding intelligence and aspects of culture. Other
times, we use our swarms for optimization, showing how to solve hard
engineering problems. The social-science and computer-science ques-
tions are so interrelated here that it seems they require the same answers.
On the one hand, the psychologist wants to know, how do minds work
and why do people act the way they do? On the other, the engineer
wants to know, what kinds of programs can I write that will help me
solve extremely difficult real-world problems? It seems to us that if you
knew the answer to the first question, you would know the answer to the
second one. The half-century’s drive to make computers intelligent has
been largely an endeavor in simulated thinking, trying to understand
how people arrive at their answers, so that powerful electronic computa-
tional devices can be programmed to do the hard work. But it seems re-
searchers have not understood minds well enough to program one. In
this volume we propose a view of mind, and we propose a way to imple-
ment that view in computer programs—programs that are able to solve
very hard mathematical problems.

In The Computer and the Brain, John von Neumann (1958) wrote, “I
suspect that a deeper mathematical study of the nervous system . . . will
affect our understanding of the aspects of mathematics itself that are in-
volved. In fact, it may alter the way in which we look on mathematics
and logics proper.” This is just one of the prescient von Neumann’s pre-
dictions that has turned out to be correct; the study of neural systems has
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opened up new perspectives for understanding complex systems of all
sorts. In this volume we emphasize that neural systems of the intelligent
kind are embedded in sociocultural systems of separate but connected
nervous systems. Deeper computational studies of biological and cul-
tural phenomena are affecting our understanding of many aspects of
computing itself and are altering the way in which we perceive comput-
ing proper. We hope that this book is one step along the way toward that
understanding and perception.

A Thumbnail Sketch of Particle Swarm Optimization

The field of evolutionary computation is often considered to comprise
four major paradigms: genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming,
evolution strategies, and genetic programming (Eberhart, Simpson, and
Dobbins, 1996). (Genetic programming is sometimes categorized as a
subfield of genetic algorithms.) As is the case with these evolutionary
computation paradigms, particle swarm optimization utilizes a “popula-
tion” of candidate solutions to evolve an optimal or near-optimal solu-
tion to a problem. The degree of optimality is measured by a fitness func-
tion defined by the user.

Particle swarm optimization, which has roots in artificial life and so-
cial psychology as well as engineering and computer science, differs from
evolutionary computation methods in that the population members,
called particles, are flown through the problem hyperspace. When the
population is initialized, in addition to the variables being given random
values, they are stochastically assigned velocities. Each iteration, each
particle’s velocity is stochastically accelerated toward its previous best
position (where it had its highest fitness value) and toward a neighbor-
hood best position (the position of highest fitness by any particle in its
neighborhood).

The particle swarms we will be describing are closely related to cellular
automata (CA), which are used for self-generating computer graphics
movies, simulating biological systems and physical phenomena, design-
ing massively parallel computers, and most importantly for basic re-
search into the characteristics of complex dynamic systems. According
to mathematician Rudy Rucker, CAs have three main attributes: (1) indi-
vidual cell updates are done in parallel, (2) each new cell value depends
only on the old values of the cell and its neighbors, and (3) all cells are
updated using the same rules (Rucker, 1999). Individuals in a particle
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swarm population can be conceptualized as cells in a CA, whose states
change in many dimensions simultaneously.

Particle swarm optimization is powerful, easy to understand, easy to
implement, and computationally efficient. The central algorithm com-
prises just two lines of computer code and is often at least an order of
magnitude faster than other evolutionary algorithms on benchmark
functions. It is extremely resistant to being trapped in local optima.

As an engineering methodology, particle swarm optimization has
been applied to fields as diverse as electric/hybrid vehicle battery pack
state of charge, human performance assessment, and human tremor di-
agnosis. Particle swarm optimization also provides evidence for theo-
retical perspectives on mind, consciousness, and intelligence. These
theoretical views, in addition to the implications and applications for
engineering and computer science, are discussed in this book.

What This Book Is, and Is Not, About

Let’s start with what it’s not about. This book is not a cookbook or a how-
to book. In this volume we will tell you about some exciting research that
you may not have heard about—since it covers recent findings in both
psychology and computer science, we expect most readers will find
something here that is new to them. If you are interested in trying out
some of these ideas, you will either find enough information to get
started or we will show you where to go for the information.

This book is not a list of facts. Unfortunately, too much science, and
especially science education, today has become a simple listing of re-
search findings presented as absolute truths. All the research described in
this volume is ongoing, not only ours but others’ as well, and all conclu-
sions are subject to interpretation. We tend to focus on issues; accom-
plishments and failures in science point the way to larger theoretical
truths, which are what we really want. We will occasionally make state-
ments that are controversial, hoping not to hurt anyone’s feelings but to
incite our readers to think about the topics, even if it means disagreeing
with us.

This book is about emergent behavior (self-organization), about simple
processes leading to complex results. It’s about the whole being more
than the sum of its parts. In the words of one eminent mathematician,
Stephen Wolfram: “It is possible to make things of great complexity out
of things that are very simple. There is no conservation of simplicity.”
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We are not the first to publish a book with the words “swarm intelli-
gence” in the title, but we do have a significantly distinct viewpoint from
some others who use the term. For example, in Swarm Intelligence: From
Natural to Artificial Systems, by Bonabeau, Dorigo, and Theraulaz (1999),
which focuses on the modeling of social insect (primarily ant) behavior,
page 7 states:

It is, however, fair to say that very few applications of swarm intelli-
gence have been developed. One of the main reasons for this relative
lack of success resides in the fact that swarm-intelligent systems are
hard to “program,” because the paths to problem solving are not
predefined but emergent in these systems and result from interac-
tions among individuals and between individuals and their environ-
ment as much as from the behaviors of the individuals themselves.
Therefore, using a swarm-intelligent system to solve a problem re-
quires a thorough knowledge not only of what individual behaviors
must be implemented but also of what interactions are needed to pro-
duce such or such global behavior.

It is our observation that quite a few applications of swarm intelligence
(at least our brand of it) have been developed, that swarm intelligent sys-
tems are quite easy to program, and that a knowledge of individual be-
haviors and interactions is not needed. Rather, these behaviors and inter-
actions emerge from very simple rules.

Bonabeau et al. define swarm intelligence as “the emergent collective
intelligence of groups of simple agents.” We agree with the spirit of this
definition, but prefer not to tie swarm intelligence to the concept of
“agents.” Members of a swarm seem to us to fall short of the usual quali-
fications for something to be called an “agent,” notably autonomy and
specialization. Swarm members tend to be homogeneous and follow
their programs explicitly. It may be politically incorrect for us to fail to
align ourselves with the popular paradigm, given the current hype sur-
rounding anything to do with agents. We just don’t think it is the best fit.

So why, after all, did we call our paradigm a “particle swarm?” Well, to
tell the truth, our very first programs were intended to model the coordi-
nated movements of bird flocks and schools of fish. As the programs
evolved from modeling social behavior to doing optimization, at some
point the two-dimensional plots we used to watch the algorithms per-
form ceased to look much like bird flocks or fish schools and started
looking more like swarms of mosquitoes. The name came as simply as
that.
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Mark Millonas (1994), at Santa Fe Institute, who develops his kind of
swarm models for applications in artificial life, has articulated five basic
principles of swarm intelligence:

� The proximity principle: The population should be able to carry
out simple space and time computations.

� The quality principle: The population should be able to respond to
quality factors in the environment.

� The principle of diverse response: The population should not com-
mit its activity along excessively narrow channels.

� The principle of stability: The population should not change its
mode of behavior every time the environment changes.

� The principle of adaptability: The population must be able to
change behavior mode when it’s worth the computational price.

(Note that stability and adaptability are the opposite sides of the same
coin.) All five of Millonas’ principles seem to describe particle swarms;
we’ll keep the name.

As for the term particle, population members are massless and
volumeless mathematical abstractions and would be called “points” if
they stayed still; velocities and accelerations are more appropriately ap-
plied to particles, even if each is defined to have arbitrarily small mass
and volume. Reeves (1983) discusses particle systems consisting of clouds
of primitive particles as models of diffuse objects such as clouds, fire, and
smoke within a computer graphics framework. Thus, the label we chose
to represent the concept is particle swarm.

Assertions

The discussions in this book center around two fundamental assertions
and the corollaries that follow from them. The assertions emerge from
the interdisciplinary nature of this research; they may seem like strange
bedfellows, but they work together to provide insights for both social
and computer scientists.

I. Mind is social. We reject the cognitivistic perspective of mind as an
internal, private thing or process and argue instead that both
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function and phenomenon derive from the interactions of indi-
viduals in a social world. Though it is mainstream social science,
the statement needs to be made explicit in this age where the
cognitivistic view dominates popular as well as scientific thought.

A. Human intelligence results from social interaction. Evaluating,
comparing, and imitating one another, learning from experi-
ence and emulating the successful behaviors of others, people
are able to adapt to complex environments through the discov-
ery of relatively optimal patterns of attitudes, beliefs, and be-
haviors. Our species’ predilection for a certain kind of social
interaction has resulted in the development of the inherent in-
telligence of humans.

B. Culture and cognition are inseparable consequences of human soci-
ality. Culture emerges as individuals become more similar
through mutual social learning. The sweep of culture moves
individuals toward more adaptive patterns of thought and
behavior. The emergent and immergent phenomena occur si-
multaneously and inseparably.

II. Particle swarms are a useful computational intelligence (soft com-
puting) methodology. There are a number of definitions of “com-
putational intelligence” and “soft computing.” Computational
intelligence and soft computing both include hybrids of evolu-
tionary computation, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and artificial
life. Central to the concept of computational intelligence is sys-
tem adaptation that enables or facilitates intelligent behavior in
complex and changing environments. Included in soft computing
is the softening “parameterization” of operations such as AND,
OR, and NOT.

A. Swarm intelligence provides a useful paradigm for implementing
adaptive systems. In this sense, it is an extension of evolutionary
computation. Included application areas are simulation, con-
trol, and diagnostic systems in engineering and computer
science.

B. Particle swarm optimization is an extension of, and potentially im-
portant new incarnation of, cellular automata. We speak of course
of topologically structured systems in which the members’ top-
ological positions do not vary. Each cell, or location, performs
only very simple calculations.
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Organization of the Book

This book is intended for researchers; senior undergraduate and graduate
students with a social science, cognitive science, engineering, or com-
puter science background; and those with a keen interest in this quickly
evolving “interdiscipline.” It is also written for what is referred to in the
business as the “intelligent layperson.” You shouldn’t need a Ph.D. to
read this book; a driving curiosity and interest in the current state of sci-
ence should be enough. The sections on application of the swarm algo-
rithm principles will be especially helpful to those researchers and engi-
neers who are concerned with getting something that works. It is helpful
to understand the basic concepts of classical (two-valued) logic and ele-
mentary statistics. Familiarity with personal computers is also helpful,
but not required. We will occasionally wade into some mathematical
equations, but only an elementary knowledge of mathematics should be
necessary for understanding the concepts discussed here.

Part I lays the groundwork for our journey into the world of particle
swarms and swarm intelligence that occurs later in the book. We visit big
topics such as life, intelligence, optimization, adaptation, simulation,
and modeling.

Chapter 1, Models and Concepts of Life and Intelligence, first looks at
what kinds of phenomena can be included under these terms. What is
life? This is an important question of our historical era, as there are many
ambiguous cases. Can life be created by humans? What is the role of ad-
aptation in life and thought? And why do so many natural adaptive sys-
tems seem to rely on randomness?

Is cultural evolution Darwinian? Some think so; the question of evo-
lution in culture is central to this volume. The Game of Life and cellular
automata in general are computational examples of emergence, which
seems to be fundamental to life and intelligence, and some artificial life
paradigms are introduced. The chapter begins to inquire about the na-
ture of intelligence and reviews some of the ways that researchers have
tried to model human thought. We conclude that intelligence just
means “the qualities of a good mind,” which of course might not be de-
fined the same by everybody.

Chapter 2, Symbols, Connections, and Optimization by Trial and
Error, is intended to provide a background that will make the later chap-
ters meaningful. What is optimization and what does it have to do with
minds? We describe aspects of complex fitness landscapes and some
methods that are used to find optimal regions on them. Minds can be
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thought of as points in high-dimensional space: what would be needed
to optimize them? Symbols as discrete packages of meaning are con-
trasted to the connectionist approach where meaning is distributed
across a network. Some issues are discussed having to do with numeric
representations of cognitive variables and mathematical problems.

Chapter 3, On Our Nonexistence as Entities: The Social Organism,
considers the various zoom angles that can be used to look at living and
thinking things. Though we tend to think of ourselves as autonomous
beings, we can be considered as macroentities hosting multitudes of cel-
lular or even subcellular guests, or as microentities inhabiting a planet
that is alive. The chapter addresses some issues about social behavior.
Why do animals live in groups? How do the social insects manage to
build arches, organize cemeteries, stack woodchips? How do bird flocks
and fish schools stay together? And what in the world could any of this
have to do with human intelligence? (Hint: It has a lot to do with it.)

Some interesting questions have had to be answered before robots
could do anything on their own. Rodney Brooks’ subsumption archi-
tecture builds apparently goal-directed behavior out of modules. And
what’s the difference between a simulated robot and an agent? Finally,
Chapter 3 looks at computer programs that can converse with people.
How do they do it? Usually by exploiting the shallowness or mindless-
ness of most conversation.

Chapter 4, Evolutionary Computation Theory and Paradigms, de-
scribes in some detail the four major computational paradigms that use
evolutionary theory for problem solving. The fitness of potential prob-
lem solutions is calculated, and the survival of the fittest allows better so-
lutions to reproduce. These powerful methods are known as the “second-
best way” to solve any problem.

Chapter 5, Humans—Actual, Imagined, and Implied, starts off mus-
ing on language as a bottom-up phenomenon. The chapter goes on to
review the downfall of behavioristic psychology and the rise of cog-
nitivism, with social psychology simmering in the background. Clearly
there is a relationship between culture and mind, and a number of re-
searchers have tried to write computer programs based on that relation-
ship. As we review various paradigms, it becomes apparent that a lot of
people think that culture must be similar to Darwinistic evolution. Are
they the same? How are they different?

Chapter 6, Thinking Is Social, eases us into our own research on so-
cial models of optimization. The adaptive culture model is based on
Axelrod’s culture model—in fact, it is exactly like it except for one little
thing: individuals imitate their neighbors, not on the basis of similarity,
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but on the basis of their performance. If your neighbor has a better solu-
tion to the problem than you do, you try to be more like them. It is a very
simple algorithm with big implications.

Part II focuses on our particle swarm paradigm and the collective and
individual intelligence that arises within the swarm. We first introduce
the conceptually simplest version of particle swarms, binary particle
swarms, and then discuss the “workhorse” of particle swarms, the real-
valued version. Variations on the basic algorithm and the performance
of the particle swarm on benchmark functions precede a review of a few
applications.

Chapter 7, The Particle Swarm, begins by suggesting that the same
simple processes that underlie cultural adaptation can be incorporated
into a computational paradigm. Multivariate decision making is re-
flected in a binary particle swarm. The performance of binary particle
swarms is then evaluated on a number of benchmarks.

The chapter then describes the real-valued particle swarm optimiza-
tion paradigm. Individuals are depicted as points in a shared high-
dimensional space. The influence of each individual’s successes and
those of neighbors is similar to the binary version, but change is now
portrayed as movement rather than probability. The chapter concludes
with a description of the use of particle swarm optimization to find the
weights in a simple neural network.

Chapter 8, Variations and Comparisons, is a somewhat more techni-
cal look at what various researchers have done with the basic particle
swarm algorithm. We first look at the effects of the algorithm’s main pa-
rameters and at a couple of techniques for improving performance. Are
particle swarms actually just another kind of evolutionary algorithm?
There are reasons to think so, and reasons not to. Considering the simi-
larities and differences between evolution and culture can help us under-
stand the algorithm and possible things to try with it.

Chapter 9, Applications, reviews a few of the applications of particle
swarm optimization. The use of particle swarm optimization to evolve
artificial neural networks is presented first. Evolutionary computation
techniques have most commonly been used to evolve neural network
weights, but have sometimes been used to evolve neural network struc-
ture or the neural network learning algorithm. The strengths and weak-
nesses of these approaches are reviewed. The use of particle swarm opti-
mization to replace the learning algorithm and evolve both the weights
and structure of a neural network is described. An added benefit of
this approach is that it makes scaling or normalization of input data
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